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Use 10' streetside
widths both sides
to minimize impact
to DeConcini
Building parking lot

At least 12' available in existing
right-of- way to maintain access
to existing parking .
---------Assumes Broadway can serve as
the fire lane.

16' available in existing right-ofway to maintain access to
existing parking on south side.
---------Assumes Broadway can serve as
the fire lane.
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Smith Avenue to Tucson Boulevard
o The centerline approaching Tucson
Boulevard has been shifted 12'
northward to eliminate several potential
full acquisitions on the south side.

o Eliminated tw
north side in t
as much as 3'
further impac

o The shift leaves a 16' access lane in
public right-of-way to serve the existing

o

These parcels, 2410 E, 2438 E, and 2440
E would no longer be potential full
acquisitions
o The 12' shift does not change the
number of direct impacts or potential full
acquisitions on the north side. It does
reduce the number of potential impacts
on the south side by 3.
o The westbound in-lane bus stop at
Tucson Boulevard has been changed to a
bus pullout in response to RTA concerns.
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CHANGES FROM CTF-RECOMMENDED
o The eastbound bus stop has also been changed to
a bus pullout per input by RTA.

o Reduce the sidewalk width across DeConcini
Building to 6' or 7' to avoid impacting parking.
Shifting the centerline further south would
preclude potential parking solutions for 2400 E
and 2500 E blocks on south side.

o The 12' centerline shift is held for approximately
560' beyond the Tucson Boulevard intersection.
This provides a 16' public access lane to serve the

o This shift also provides sufficient space for
perpendicular parking to be accomplished in the
future by others.

Tucson Boulevard to Treat

2616 E on the south side, eliminating 3 or possibly
4 potential full acquisitions on the south side.
o There is sufficient space to construct
improvements to formalize this parking scheme
by others in the future

o All of the parcels on the north side from 2545 E to
2635 E (Solot Plaza) were previously considered
potential full acquisitions and will remain so.

o The right turn
no longer as im

o Added BikeHA
access lane ea

o Added bus pu
CHANGES FROM CTF-RECOMMENDED
600' Either Side of Treat Intersection
o Offset centerline 2' to north to provide 12'
streetside width on south side. No buildings are
impacted and no additional probable full
acquisitions result from this.

o This configuration leaves enough depth for future

o Moved reverse curves westward to avoid
impacting southwest corner of State property.
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